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From the President - Michael Forrest
Vice-President John Nelson has put his hand up to be the FestivalWeek convener and will be supported by the Committee so we will be
looking for more helpers at the September General Meeting. Don't
be shy -- many hands make light work, and this is our biggest showcase and fundraiser of the year.
The subject of heating the hall, raised at the August General Meeting,
was discussed at Monday's Committee-Meeting and it was decided
that if the hall is too cold for Members' comfort at a General Meeting
then the Meeting could be transferred upstairs to the lounge. This
has been done in the past.
Our Co-Patron Graham Batts was fascinating to listen to at the August
Meeting as he told of the development of Scott Technology from a
local general-engineering firm to a WW2 munitions-factory to the
world-leading technology-manufacturer it is today. The speaker for
this month's General Meeting is yet to be confirmed but we hope he
will speak on the use of the new defibrillator and related topics – less
fascinating but really important.

A training-session for all current and intending Day-Controllers, to include filling in Hazard- and Incident-forms, will be held on the mornConrod Editor
ing of 25th September, the last-Sunday-of-the-month running-day. A
Lachlan Clark
light lunch will be provided. Please mark this in your diary (or elec027 828 9809
tronic equivalent) and, if you're not already on the D-C roster, conconrod.omes@gmail.com
sider attending -- it's not onerous and the knowledge is interBoiler Inspectors
Safety Group
Des Burrow
esting and useful in all areas of our hobby. Our picnic/party
Chris Kennedy
454 5565
466 7372
calendar is starting to fill up.
Colin Downing
Bookings
Michael Forrest

David McBride
476 1992
Hamish Tyson
476 2116
Jim Woods
476 1369

454 2528
Logan McGhie
476 1425
Allan Stevens
455 8665
Jim Woods
476 1369
Boiler Records
Geoff French
454 2171

Another date to mark is Saturday 17th December when we
will see out the year at the clubrooms with a catered dinner
from the excellent St Barnabas' kitchen, as we did last year. It
seems early to be thinking about such things but this was the
last free date they had so we've grabbed it.
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Editor’s Desk - Lachlan Clark
The change in seasons has meant a move out
of hibernation for many members. Hamish Tyson has been touring round the South Island,
attending miniature steam event in Ashburton
at the end of July (pictured right and below)
along with an International One Meter sailing
competition in Christchurch the following
weekend. The last Sunday of August saw two
locos originally from the Crossan workshop doing the rounds at our club running day
(Pictured above).
Obviously the Dunedin
weather can’t be too bad!
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Editors Desk
Desk
Editor’s

Up here in the North Island I have just got back from
Featherston, at the foot of the Rimutaka Ranges, just north
of Wellington. The club there operates the Cross Creek
Railway which is situated in a central town park. The event
was the Mini Fell Train Carnival which included bands, carnival rides, and drone helicopter demonstration flights.
One unique feature of the track is that the steaming up
area is on the other side of a public road to the track
meaning there is a real level crossing in the mix. The station has recently been upgraded and now features a very
flash overbridge and glass shelter.
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It was a very pleasant day over the hill in
the Wairarapa and thanks go to the Cross
Creek Railway Society for their hospitality.
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From the Web

Editors Desk
Desk
Editor’s

Württembergische T3 in 7¼"
-A blog following the construction of a German Württembergische T3 in 7¼"
-Lots of interesting photos
-http://livesteamt3.blogspot.co.nz/p/choise -ofmodel.html

Hydraulic Press Channel
Ever wondered what a ball bearing looks
like when it is crushed in a press. Check out
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NWySdXedUiY
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Scale Railway Group - Brian Niven
James Tamis gave us a very useful talk on Locomotive maintenance a couple of weeks ago.
He brought along a variety of tools, lubricants, and his rolling road. The latter is based on
the Hornby item, but James has mounted it on a box with controller, ammeter and voltmeter built in, so that loco performance can be assessed. He has also added a third rail so that
3 rail locos can be tested as well as the standard 2 rail types. It could be fitted with a DCC
controller if desired.
John Knight has been busy constructing a test rig for the signalling for the N gauge layout
using relays and LEDs (see photo bwlow). He explained and demonstrated the operation of
the signals. The system will use five relays plus a diode, and the signals are intended to indicate the way points are set for entry/exit from the front part to the rear “hill” section of the
layout. It will be powered from the existing LED supply. John also displayed some very nice
tower lights he has made for the port facility, made from brass tube with 4 white LEDs.

Scale Railway Group

He now has his 4-4-2 Adams Radial tank loco running on DCC and has modified the suspension to allow sharper curves to be traversed. The photo above shows the detail of the underside construction. The suspension is compensated on 3 points using beams between the axles
and front bogie. Note the radial truck construction at right.
Ferg Chalmers displayed three American coaches
in different liveries, noting that he found the
handrails supplied for his Amtrak version were
difficult to fit. Murray Gibb mentioned some interesting 3 phase powered railways he had seen
on the net, which have pairs of pantographs
mounted side by side on the locomotive car for 2
phases, with the 3rd phase being the track. (see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three phase_AC_railway_electrification#)
For our next clinic on Tuesday 6th September,
James Tamis will be giving instruction on moulding items in plaster.
Photo: Brian Niven
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Engineering Group
Russell Clark
Photo: Chris Kennedy

The August meeting had a turnout of nine members with
four apologies. The group noted the passing of Peter
Metcalf and long time member of the Invercargill club.
Three members undertook some track maintenance on Saturday 3rd September including some grinding work on the
traverser at the electric shed and the removal and cleaning
of the location pistons on the other two air operated points.
It appeared that these pistons had been lubricated with oil
when they should have been left dry in the nylon bushes.
In the workshop, Geoff French has his Railmotor locomotive
running on air and has been working on the mechanical
ratchet as well as finding time to rebuild his trailer.
Colin Downing has completed the hydraulic motor mounts
for his loco in between bathroom renovations.

Engineering Group
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Mike O’Cain has been working on a launching trolley for a
model boat as well as working on the brake gear for his 3 ½”
Britannia. Mike had for inspection two very small bevel
gears for the brakes.
Bits on the table included steam operated drain cocks for
Logan McGhie’s 7 1/4” Sweet William, Chris Kennedy’s laser
cut and fabricated expansion brackets for his 3 ½” Evening
Star and the chassis for Russell’s 3 ½” coal wagon.
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Boat Group - Henry Goosselink, Photos John Anderson
For our August meeting we had 10 members turn up on a very cold evening and as usual
we started with notices, followed by bits on the table and workshops.
Notices
A day controller workshop is coming up in September. It is intended to have one of these
each year.
Our President is asking for members suggestions for next year's festival week. Also for volunteers and convenors for the steering committee.
The boating members are invited to the Otago Maritime Societies meeting on Thursday
22nd September at 7pm. Please bring a model of a ship relating to New Zealand history if
you are able and be prepared to give a talk on the history of the vessel.
Play Concepts in Christchurch has closed its shop in Colombo St. You can still place your
order with Tony through his web site or phone as
he is presently working from his home.

Group
Boat
Group
Boating

Bits on the Table
John Anderson has made a set of wing sails for his
Footy yacht. When he trialled the new rig in a
gentle breeze it appeared to be able to sail closer
to the wind than a conventional fabric sail. Only
time will tell if it is any better and under what
conditions.
Kevin Gamble is making good progress on his
model based on a WW2 Admiralty Armed Trawler
of 61 feet. The plan is by James Pottinger and is
to a scale of 1:24, the planking which is being
done in balsa wood is about halfway (Photo
right).
Continues over.....
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Murray Vince has undercoated his model of the
"Stockholm Strom" and varnished the two cabins. The
vessel had an overall length of 22m and was licensed to
carry 180 people (Photo right). He also had a video
called "Model Ships" that anyone was welcome to view.
Henry Goosselink had an assortment of 7.2v Ni-MH and
7.8v Li-ion battery packs. These were collected by Barry
Stoddart and are free for the taking. For the Li-ion battery packs please see Henry. Henry had also managed
to find some small neodymium magnets to hold down
the hatch on his Footy. He had also painted the hatch
so all is ready for rigging etc.
Gary Douglas and Ian Marsh are both making an Admiralty MFV (motor fishing vessel) from a James Pottinger
plan, 1:20 scale. Gary has made the base board with
attachment points for the frames and cut out cardboard
templates. The actual boat was 45 foot vessel which
was a type of service craft used in WW2. Some were
acquisitioned fishing boats but over 300 were built for
the task (Photo right).
There was a general discussion about the accuracy of
free plans which are published in model magazines.
Both Gary and Kevin have had to make adjustments to
the bulkhead frames and/or their positions to get a
smooth curve in the hull.

Group
Boat
Group
Boating

Apart from working on his Admiralty MFV, Ian Marsh
has made a mock-up of a lifting device that he has designed for launching and retrieving our models without
having to bend down to the water level. It looks very
reliable and it was suggested that the next stage would
be to present it to our next committee meeting for approval. Ian had also found that the motor in his 1/4
scale jet boat would not run smoothly and on taking
the carburettor apart found debris that looked like
wood shavings. These were probably in the carburettor
from new.
On Tuesday 26th July the midweek boating group had a
good outing with 11 boats on the pond.
Next Meeting
For our next meeting we will have bits on the table and
workshop.
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20-30

Phone
4554547
4898489
4883284
4883828
4554491
4762116
4727749

Member 3
Bob Newbury
Des Burrows
Harvey Max
Ross Jamieson
Glen Lawrence
Bruce Milne
John Anderson

Phone
4763892
4545565
7421080
4727260
4883826
4544471
4543542

Member 4
Mark Hughes
Ross Nicholls
Harvey Anna
Keith Murphy
Brian Nunn
Stuart Reid
Stuart Robertson

Phone
4552870
0212247620
7421080
4731740
4554658
4553406
0211480683

4763852 Lawrence Clarke 4738684 Geoffrey French
4542172
It is up to the Day Controller to phone the other Leslie Bennett
3 men of his team and ensure they will be avail- John Nelson
4892942 Colin Nicholls
4545432 Barry Stoddard
4876128
able for the function. The Day Controller is also
Lance Wild
4728603 Colin Winter
4564382 Jon Winton
4542950
the go-to person to liaise as necessary with the
4881518 Ron Johnstone
4556623 Allen McGregor
4767666
hirer/party organiser, and should meet them as Bill King
soon as they arrive onsite and see if they’re OK Gordon Rusbatch
4544800 Glen Rusbatch
4544800
about everything.
As each booking is received and confirmed it will be allocated to the next team on the roster. If you are unavailable to take your turn it is up to you to find a substitute,
either by swapping with someone else or by arranging for a ‘Spare Member’ to take your place. Please then inform the Day Controller so he knows whom to expect on the
day. As I am now handling the bookings I shall inform and remind the Day Controller.

Member 2
Kevin Gamble
Murray Gibb
Henry Gooselink
Brian McCammon
Brian Niven
Hamish Tyson
Brian Wolff

Day Controller
Gary Douglas
Colin Downing
Michael Forrest
Ian Marsh
Michael O’Cain
Terry Smith
James Woods

Team
1
2
3
4
5
7
8

Phone
4767311
4542528
4551642
4892267
4882075
4545697
4761369

Caversham Baptist Play
Group - Julie Blair

Thu 1 Fri 2
December

TT

9.00 to
11.30

Christmas Party
St Pat’s Lodge

Birthday Party
Jo Davison

1.00 to
3.00

Sat 29
October

1

Sat 26
November

Electric locos only please, no steam Open the hall by 12 noon to allow set up

Birthday Party
Helen Patterson

11.00 to
1.00

Sat 1
October

3
20

Henry’s Grandson Jayden. Bouncy castle expected.

10

Birthday Party

1.00 to
3.00

Sat 24
September

4

Note

#Attn

Description

Time

Date

Team

Bookings - Michael Forrest and Kevin Gamble

Health and Safety
Report
Source: Business Insider.

«First Name» «Last Name»
«Address»
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«Post Code»

Sender:
Otago Model Engineering Society
1 John Wilson Drive
P.O. BOX 2163
South Dunedin
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